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1. Standard Desk: The simplicity and classiness of the metal leg components creates 

a futuristic look in the office.  The design comes with a flexible structure, which 

allows reconfiguration based on space availability and the organization’s needs.  It 

can easily adapt from single table unit to a multi-user organization.  There are also 

side panel leg options from the metal leg that you can choose from.  A table leg 

without panel (is referred to in the above picture), a metal leg with half panel at 

the side which is almost similar to that of a modesty panel, and lastly an option for 

coverage with a full panel or an acrylic panel options for the metal leg.  There are 

more accessories option for this range. 

2. Finishing: The work surfaces table top is constructed with a 25mm thick 

melamine faced particle board while the clear glass table top is constructed with 

an 18mm thick melamine faced particle board combined with a 6mm clear glass 

back spray painted.  The metal legs are made of fortified chamfered profile steel 

grey epoxy of 80mm strong aluminum with adjustable gliders for easy levelling 

needs.  

3. Storage Options:  Various selection of freestanding cabinets, bookcases all 

constructed with 18mm thickness melamine faced particle board and pedestal pull 

out drawer bottom, constructed using with a 12mm thick melamine faced particle 

board. 

               
              Table Sizes                                                     Awards & Certifications                 
                1800 - 4600L x 1200 - 1480W x 750H          Green Guard   
                                                                                                BIFMA 
               Work Surface MFC Properties               FSC, PEFC 
                Heat & Burning Resistance                               
                Steam Resistance                                               Warranty 
                Chemical or Stain Resistance                          36 months                        
                Abrasion Resistance                                           
                

                                                                            
                                                         

          
 

  
 

 

Colors Available

White MFC 101(T) 

 

  

Marasca Cherry MFC 422(T) 

 

Linosa MFC 517(T) 

 

For more MFC options, refer 

to color chart 
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MANUFACTURER 

JEMARAMAS JAYA SDN BHD 

(227317-M) 

 
Lot 6119 Jalan Haji Salleh, Batu 5 ½ 

Off Jalan Meru, 41050 Klang, 
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia 

www.versalink.com 

 
 

http://www.versalink.com/

